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PERIOD RELATIONS AND SPECIAL VALUES OF
RANKIN-SELBERG L-FUNCTIONS
MICHAEL HARRIS AND JIE LIN
To Roger Howe, in friendship and admiration
Abstract. This is a survey of recent work on values of Rankin-Selberg
L-functions of pairs of cohomological automorphic representations that
are critical in Deligne’s sense. The base field is assumed to be a CM field.
Deligne’s conjecture is stated in the language of motives over Q, and ex-
press the critical values, up to rational factors, as determinants of certain
periods of algebraic differentials on a projective algebraic variety over
homology classes. The results that can be proved by automorphic meth-
ods express certain critical values as (twisted) period integrals of auto-
morphic forms. Using Langlands functoriality between cohomological
automorphic representations of unitary groups, which can be identified
with the de Rham cohomology of Shimura varieties, and cohomological
automorphic representations of GLpnq, the automorphic periods can be
interpreted as motivic periods. We report on recent results of the two
authors, of the first-named author with Grobner, and of Guerberoff.
1. Introduction
Let M be a motive of rank n over Q, which can be identified with a
compatible family of ℓ-adic Galois representations ρℓ,M of rank n. Then we
define the L-function Lps,Mq “
ś
pLpps,Mq where for all p for which ρℓ,M
is unramified
Lpps,Mq “ rdetp1´ ρℓ,MpFrobpqT q
´1sT“q´s ,
with Frobp any (geometric) Frobenius element in a decomposition group at
p inside GalpQ{Qq.
Let s0 P Z be a critical value of Lps,Mq, in Deligne’s sense; we recall
the definition below. We state (a crude version of) Deligne’s conjecture
regarding the value at s0 of the L-function:
Lps0,Mq „ c
`ps0,Mq
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where c`ps0,Mq is a certain explicitly defined determinant of periods of
differential forms on (a smooth projective variety containing a realization
of) Mps0q, the twist of M by the Tate motive Qps0q and „ means “up
to Q-multiples”. More precise versions of the conjecture are stated below
for motives with coefficients in a number field E, and for motives over Q
obtained by restriction of scalars from a CM field F .
The theory of automorphic forms on reductive groups provides a large
supply of L-functions, conjecturally including all the motivic L-functions
Lps,Mq. Moreover, while the above definition of Lps,Mq suggests no ob-
vious relation to differential forms on algebraic varieties, the special values
of automorphic L-functions are often expressed as integrals of differential
forms over locally symmetric varieties. Thus, practically all results on spe-
cial values of motivic L-functions are in fact theorems about special values
of automorphic L-functions, which can be identified with the L-functions
of Galois representations obtained more or less directly from the theory of
Shimura varieties.
Examples. In what follows, F is a number field, and GLpnq, GLpn ´ 1q
denote the algebraic groups RF {QGLpnqF , RF {QGLpn´ 1qF over Q.
(1) It has been known for a long time that critical values of Rankin-
Selberg L-functions of cohomological automorphic representations of
GLpnqˆGLpn´1q can often be written as cup products of differential
forms on the associated adelic locally symmetric spaces. Recent re-
sults on these lines are contained in [14, 16, 3]. The important paper
of Binyong Sun [17], which proves the non-vanishing of the relevant
archimedean zeta integrals, shows that the cup product expressions
can be used effectively to relate the critical values to natural period
invariants obtained by comparing the rational structures defined by
Whittaker models to those defined cohomologically. There is no ob-
vious relation, however, between these Whittaker periods and the
motivic periods that enter into the computation of Deligne’s period
invariant c`.
(2) Suppose F is a CM field, with maximal totally real field F`, and let
σ P GalpF {F`q be the non-trivial element. A cuspidal cohomological
automorphic representation Π of GLpnq that satisfies the hypothesis
Π_
„
ÝÑΠc gives rise by stable descent to an L-packet of cohomologi-
cal automorphic representations tπuV of the group U “ RF`{QUpV q,
where V is an n-dimensional hermitian space over F , provided Π is
sufficiently ramified at the finite places at which U is not quasi-
split. The members of tπuV define coherent cohomology classes on
the Shimura variety ShpV q attached to G, and thus contribute to
the Hodge-de Rham realizations of motives whose L-functions are
related to the automorphic L-function Lps,Πq.
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(3) By applying the descent described in (2), the Rankin-Selberg L-
function of GLpnq ˆ GLp1q can be identified with the standard L-
function of the unitary group U , whose integral representation by
means of the doubling method identifies its critical values with peri-
ods of the coherent cohomology classes of ShpV q. This was carried
out when F` “ Q in [8] and has recently been generalized by Guer-
beroff in [5] (see 4.4 below).
(4) In many cases, by combining the methods of (1) with the results
described in (3), one can express the Whittaker periods in terms of
the periods of coherent cohomology classes, and thus with specific
periods of motives realized in the cohomology of Shimura varieties
– we can call these automorphic periods. As a result, the results of
(1), specifically those of [3], can be given motivic interpretations.
This has been generalized by Lin [13], who has used these methods
to obtain surprising factorizations of automorphic periods that are
consistent with what is predicted by the Tate conjecture.
Some of these results are reviewed in the body of the paper. We recall
that Deligne’s conjecture is stated for motives over Q with coefficients in a
field E; however, as Panchishkin observed [15], motives over a totally real
field F with coefficients in E can also be interpreted as motives over Q
with coefficients in E b F , and Deligne’s conjecture admits a refinement
taking this into account. The same is true when F is a CM field. Since this
does not seem to have been treated in the literature, we include an appendix
explaining the properties of EbFbC-modules that are relevant to Deligne’s
conjecture in our setting.
Acknowledgements. We thank Harald Grobner and Lucio Guerberoff for
helpful discussions regarding the topics of this survey, as well as for their
many contributions to the contents of the paper. We thank Li Ma for useful
suggestions on the appendix of the paper. We also thank the editors for
encouraging us to write the survey, and the referee for a very careful reading.
Finally, it is a pleasure and privilege to dedicate this paper to Roger Howe.
2. Review of Deligne’s Conjecture on critical values
2.1. Motives over general fields. Let M be a motive over a number field
F with coefficients in E. We denote by ΣE (resp. ΣF ) the set of embeddings
of E (resp. F ) in C. Tensor products without subscript are by default over
Q. The motive M has several realizations as follows:
‚ Its de Rham realization MDR is a finitely generated free E b F -
module endowed with a Hodge filtration MDR Ą ¨ ¨ ¨ Ą F
ipMq Ą
F i`1pMq Ą ¨ ¨ ¨ where each F ipMq is a sub-E b F -module of MDR.
We remark that F ipMq is in general not a free E b F -module.
‚ For each σ P ΣF , its Betti realization over σ is a finite dimensional
E-vector space Mσ. Moreover, we have a Hodge decomposition as
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E b C-modules:
(2.1) Mσ b C “
à
p,qPZ
Mp,qσ .
‚ For each λ, a finite place of E, the λ-adic realization of M is an
Eλ-vector space endowed with an action of GalpF {F q where F is an
algebraic closure of F . The family pMλqλ forms a compatible system
of λ-adic representations. In particular, the L-function of M can be
defined as usual.
We refer to [15] for more discussions on motivic L-functions and p-adic
motivic L-functions. Our goal here is to describe the Deligne conjecture and
reformulate the Deligne period. For this purpose, we mainly focus on the
de Rham realization and the Betti realizations.
The comparison isomorphism relates these realizations. More precisely,
for each σ P ΣF , we have an isomorphism of free E b C-modules:
(2.2) I8 : Mσ b C
„
ÝÑMDR bσ C.
This isomorphism is compatible with the Hodge structures in the sense
that:
(2.3) I8,σp
à
pěi
Mp,qσ q “ F
ipMq bσ C.
From the isomorphisms above, we see that dimEMσ “ rankEbFMDR.
We call this number the rank of M and denote it by rankpMq.
For w an integer, we say M is pure of weight w if Mp,qσ “ 0 for any σ
and any p, q such that p` q ‰ w.
Since Mp,qσ is an E b C-module, we can decompose it as
À
τPΣE
M
p,q
σ pτq
where the action of E on Mp,qσ pτq is given by scalar multiplication via τ .
We say M is regular if dimCM
p,q
σ pτq ď 1 for all σ P ΣF , τ P ΣE and
p, q P Z.
We define the Hodge type of M at pτ, σq as the set T pMσqpτq consisting
of pairs pp, qq such that Mp,qσ pτq ‰ 0.
The infinite Frobenius at σ is an E-linear isomorphism F8,σ : Mσ Ñ
Mσ, which satisfies F8,σ ˝ F8,σ “ Id. We may extend it to an E bC-linear
isomorphism Mσ b CÑMσ b C. It sends M
p,q
σ to M
q,p
σ . Therefore if pp, qq
is contained in T pMσqpτq, then pq, pq is contained in T pMσqpτq.
We write n for the rank of M . If M is regular, then each T pMσqpτq
contains exactly n elements. If moreover M is pure of weight w, then we
can write the Hodge type of M at pτ, σq as ppipτ, σq, qipτ, σqq1ďiďn with
p1pτ, σq ą p2pτ, σq ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą pnpτ, σq and qipτ, σq “ w ´ pipτ, σq.
2.2. The Deligne conjecture. The Deligne conjecture relates critical val-
ues of L-functions with the Deligne periods for motives over Q. We will give
a brief introduction here. We refer the reader to [2] for the details.
Let M be a motive over Q with coefficients in a number field E, pure of
weight w. There is only one embedding of Q in C. We write MB for the
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Betti realization with respect to this unique embedding. It is an E-vector
space and has a Hodge decomposition MB b C “
À
p`q“ω
Mp,q. Moreover,
the infinite Frobenius F8 exchanges M
p,q and Mq,p.
The de Rham realization MDR is endowed with a Hodge filtration of
E-vector spaces.
The comparison isomorphism I8 gives an isomorphism between MB bC
and MDR b C as E b C-modules.
Definition 2.1. We fix any E-bases of MB (resp. MDR) and extend it to
an E b C-basis of MB bC (resp. MDR b C).
We define the determinant period with respect to the fixed bases δpMq
to be the determinant of the comparison isomorphism with respect to the
fixed bases. It is an element in pE b Cqˆ. Its image in pE b Cqˆ{Eˆ does
not depend on the choice of bases.
The comparison isomorphism induces an isomorphism between
À
pěi
Mp,w´p
and F iM b C. This implies that Mp,w´p – pF iM{F i`1Mq b C is a free
E b C-module.
For simplicity, we assume that the middle stage of the filtrationMw{2,w{2 “
0 if w is even.
We write M` (resp. M´) for pMBq
F8 (resp. pMBq
´F8), the subset of
the fixed points of F8 (resp. ´F8). Since F8 is E-linear, it is an E-vector
space.
For x P R, we write rxs for the largest integer which is no bigger than
x. We write F`M “ F´M for F rpw`1q{2sM. The comparison isomorphism
induces an E b C-linear map:
(2.4) I˘8 : M
˘ b C ãÑMB b C –MDR b CÑ pMDR{F
˘
Mq b C.
One can show easily that I˘8M is an isomorphism.
Definition 2.2. We fix any E-bases of M` (resp. MDR{F
`M) and ex-
tends it to an E b C-basis of M` b C (resp. pMDR{F
`Mq b C).
We define the Deligne period c`pMq with respect to the fixed bases to
be the determinant of I`8pMq with respect to the fixed bases. It is an element
in pE b Cqˆ. As before, its image in pE b Cqˆ{Eˆ does not depend on the
choice of bases.
We may define the Deligne period c´pMq similarly.
Definition 2.3. Let A be an algebra (for example, A is a field or the tensor
product of two fields). Let L be a subfield of C.
Let x, y be two elements in A b C. We write x „A;L y if there exists
e P Ab L Ă Ab C such that x “ ey.
We write „A for „A;Q.
Conjecture 2.5. (the Deligne conjecture) Let m be a critical point for
M. We write ǫ for the sign of p´1qm. We then have:
(2.6) Lpm,Mq „E p2πiq
mnǫcǫpMq
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where nǫ :“ dimEM
ǫ.
We refer to [2] for the definition of critical points. We also remark
that in the case where M has no pw{2, w{2q-classes, we have n` “ n´ “
dimEMDR{2.
2.3. Factorization of Deligne periods. Let F be a CM field of degree
dpF q over Q. We write F` for the maximal totally real subfield of F .
Let M be a rank n motive over F with coefficients in E, pure of weight w.
We assume that Mw{2,w{2 “ 0. Then for each σ P ΣF , we may define a σ-
determinant period δpM,σq and a local Deligne period c`pM,σq as follows.
Recall the comparison isomorphism:
(2.7) I8,σ : Mσ b C
„
ÝÑMDR bσ C.
We fix an E-basis ofMσ and extend it to an EbC-basis ofMσbC. We fix
an EbF -basis of MDR and consider it as an EbC-basis of MDRbσ C. We
define the σ-determinant period δpM,σq to be the determinant of I8,σ
with respect to the fixed bases. It is an element in pE b Cqˆ. As before, it
depends on the choice of the bases, but its image in pE bCqˆ{pE b σpF qqˆ
is independent of the choice.
Remark 2.1. We can use the same E b F -basis for each σ P ΣF . Such a
basis is called covariant as in Proposition 2.2 of [18]. One can show that
the image of the product
ś
σPΣF
δpM,σq in pEbCqˆ{Eˆ is independent of the
choice of bases. Moreover, Proposition 2.11 below holds only for a covariant
basis.
We now define the local Deligne periods c`pM,σq, extending the discus-
sion in [15] to CM fields.
The infinite Frobenius exchanges Mσ and Mσ. We fix Σ a CM type of F ,
i.e. ΣF “ Σ
Ů
Σc. In particular, we know that Σ has dpF q{2 elements.
For each σ P Σ, we define M`σ :“ pMσ ‘Mσq
F8,σ . It is an E-vector space
of dimension rankpMq.
We write F`M for the E b F -module F rpw`1q{2sMDR, and M
`
DR for the
E b F -module MDR{F
w{2MDR. The comparison isomorphism induces an
E b C-linear isomorphism:
(2.8) I`8,σ : M
`
σ b C
„
ÝÑM`DR bσ C‘M
`
DR bσ C “ pM
`
DR ‘M
`,c
DRq bσ C
whereM`,cDR is the same set as M
`
DR endowed with the same action of E and
the complex conjugation of the action of F .
We know thatM`DR‘M
`,c
DR is a free EbF -module by Lemma 2.1p3q of [18].
It can also be deduced easily from the fourth point of Proposition B.3 and
the fact that dimCpM
`
DR ‘M
`,c
DRq bτbσ C “ dimM
`
σ bτ C “ rankpMq “ n
does not depend on the choice of τ P ΣE.
We define the σ-Deligne period c`pM,σq to be determinant of I`8,σ with
respect to any fixed E-basis of M`σ and a fixed EbF -basis of M
`
DR‘M
`,c
DR.
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It is an element in pE bCqˆ. Its image in pE bCqˆ{pE b σpF qqˆ does not
depend on the choice of the bases.
Remark 2.2. We may define M´σ , M
´
DR and c
´pM,σq similarly. Recall
that M´DR “ M
`
DR since M has no pw{2, w{2q-classes. For such a motive,
we have at complex places σ that:
(2.9) c`pM,σq „EbσpF q c
´pM,σq.
More precisely, let te1, e2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , enu be any E-basis of Mσ . Then tei `
F8eiu1ďiďn is an E-basis of M
`
σ and tei´F8eiu1ďiďn is an E-basis of M
´
σ .
If we use these bases to calculate the σ-Deligne period, we will get:
(2.10) c`pM,σq “ eσc
´pM,σq.
Here eσ is an element in EbC such that for each τ P ΣE, eσpτq “ p´1q
nσpτq
where nσpτq “ dimCM
`,c
DR bσ,τ C.
For the proof, it suffices to consider the following commutative diagram:
M`σ b C
I`8,σ
ÝÝÝÝÑ M`DR bσ C‘M
`,c
DR bσ C§§đ §§đ
M´σ b C
I´8,σ
ÝÝÝÝÑ M`DR bσ C‘M
`,c
DR bσ C
where the left vertical arrow is the E b C-linear isomorphism sending ei `
F8ei to ei ´ F8ei and the right vertical arrow is the map pId,´Idq.
It remains to show that eσ P E b σpF q. This is equivalent to show that
for g P GalpQ¯{σpF qq and τ P ΣE, we have eσpgτq “ eσpτq.
In fact, by Remark A.2, we know nσpgτq “ ng´1σpτq “ nσpτq where the
last equality is due to the fact that g´1σ “ σ. Hence we have eσpgτq “ eσpτq
as expected.
We now consider the determinant period and the Deligne period for M “
ResF {QM . We have: MDR “ MDR and MB “
À
σPΣF
Mσ as vector spaces
over E.
Proposition 2.11. Let tw1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , wnu be an E b F -basis of MDR such that
the image of tpwi, wn`1´iqu1ďiďn in M
`
DR ‘M
`,c
DR forms an E b F -basis of
M`DR ‘M
`,c
DR. We use the family tw1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , wnu and the image of the family
tpwi, wn`1´iqu1ďiďn to define σ-determinant periods and σ-Deligne periods
respectively for any σ.
Let α P F be a purely imaginary element, i.e., α “ ´α where α refers to
the complex conjugation of α in the CM field F . The following factorizations
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of periods hold at the same time:
δpMq „E pD
1{2
F q
n
ź
σPΣF
δpM,σq;(2.12)
c`pMq „E p
ź
σPΣ
σpαqqrn{2spD
1{2
F`
qn
ź
σPΣ
c`pM,σq;(2.13)
c´pMq „E p
ź
σPΣ
σpαqqrn{2spD
1{2
F`
qn
ź
σPΣ
c´pM,σq.(2.14)
Here D
1{2
F (resp. D
1{2
F`
) is the square root of the absolute discriminant of F
(resp. F`). We identify it with 1bD
1{2
F P E bC (resp. 1bD
1{2
F`
P E bC).
Recall that rn{2s is the largest integer no bigger than n{2.
Proof. The first equation is proved in Proposition 2.2 of [18]. The second
one can be proved by similar argument. We now give the details.
The Deligne period c`pMq is the determinant of the composition ofś
σPΣ
I`8,σ and the following isomorphism of E b C-modules:
(2.15) f :
à
σPΣ
pM`DR ‘M
`,c
DRq bσ C
„
ÝÑM`DR b C.
It remains to show that the determinant of the above isomorphism is
equivalent to p
ś
σPΣ
σpαqqrn{2sD
n{2
F`
with respect to the fixed bases.
We know that M`DR is free over E b F
`. In fact, let rσ be any element
in ΣF` and σ, σ be the places of F over rσ. We know dimCM`DR bτbrσ C “
dimCpM
`
DRbτbσCq`dimCpM
`
DRbτbσCq “ n for any rσ P ΣF` and τ P ΣE.
Proposition B.3 then implies that M`DR is a free E b F
`-module of rank n.
We write vi for the image of wi in M
`
DR. We claim that the family
tvi ` vn`1´iu1ďiďrpn`1q{2s Y tαpvj ´ vn`1´jqu1ďjďrn{2s
is an E bF`-basis of M`DR. By Lemma B.4, it is enough to prove that this
family is linearly independent over E b F`.
We now prove this when n “ 2m is even. In this case, if λi, µi, 1 ď i ď m
are elements in E b F` such that in M`DR we have
mÿ
i“1
rλipvi ` v2m`1´iq ` αµipvi ´ v2m`1´iqs “ 0,
hence
mÿ
i“1
rpλi ` αµiqvi ` pλi ´ αµiqv2m`1´is “ 0.
Recall that α “ ´α. We know that in M`,cDR
mÿ
i“1
rpλi ´ αµiqvi ` pλi ` αµiqv2m`1´is “ 0.
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We then deduce thatÿ
1ďiďm
pλi ` αµiqpvi, v2m`1´iq `
ÿ
1ďiďm
pλi ´ αµiqpv2m`1´i, viq “ 0
in M`DR ‘M
`,c
DR. Since tpvi, v2m`1´iq1ďiď2mu is an E b F -basis of M
`
DR ‘
M
`,c
DR, we know λi ` αµi “ λi ´ αµi=0 for all i and hence λi “ µi “ 0 as
expected. The proof for odd n is similar.
We can now take an E-basis of M`DR. Let t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , tdpF`q be an integral
basis of F` over Q. Then ttkpvi`vn`1´iqu1ďiďrpn`1q{2s,1ďkďdpF`qYttkαpvj´
vn`1´jqu1ďjďrn{2s,1ďkďdpF`q is an E-basis of M
`
DR.
The EbC-basis of pM`DR‘M
`,c
DRqbσC has been chosen as tpvi, vn`1´iqbσ
1u1ďiďn. This basis is equivalent to
tpvi`vn`1´i, vi`vn`1´iqbσ1u1ďiďrpn`1q{2sYtpvj´vn`1´j,´vj`vn`1´jqbσ1u1ďjďrn{2s
by a rational transformation.
We observe that the σ-component of f´1ptkpvi ` vn`1´iqq is σptkqppvi `
vn`1´i, vi ` vn`1´iq bσ 1q for 1 ď i ď rpn ` 1q{2s and 1 ď k ď dpF
`q. The
σ-component of f´1ptkαpvj ´vn`1´jqq is σptkqpσpαqpvj ´vn`1´jq, σpαqpvj ´
vn`1´jqqbσ1 “ σptkqσpαqppvj´vn`1´j,´vj`vn`1´jqbσ1q for 1 ď j ď rn{2s
and 1 ď k ď dpF`q.
We then deduce that detpfq´1 „E p
ś
σPΣ
σpαqqrn{2sD
n{2
F`
.
Since
ś
σPΣ
σpαq ˆ
ś
σPΣ
σpαq P Q and hence
ś
σPΣ
σpαq´1 „E
ś
σPΣ
σpαq „Eś
σPΣ
σpαq by the fact that α “ ´α. We also have DF` P Q and hence
D
´1{2
F`
„E D
1{2
F`
. We finally deduce that detpfq „E p
ś
σPΣ
σpαqqrn{2sD
n{2
F`
as
expected.
Remark 2.3. (1) We shall see in the next section that such a basis
always exists. Moreover, it can be good enough with respect to the
Hodge decomposition.
(2) If we change the condition to that the image of tpwi, wiqu1ďiďn forms
a basis inM`DR‘M
`,c
DR and use this basis to calculate σ-Deligne peri-
ods, then we will have c`pMq „E pD
1{2
F`
qn
ś
σPΣ
c`pM,σq. Guerberoff
has suggested a simple way to prove this. More precisely, we observe
that ResF`{QpResF {F`pMqq “ ResF {F`M . It is easy to see that
c`pResF {F`pMq, rσq “ c`pM,σq. We may apply the factorization
theorem for motives over totally real fields given in [15] and [18]. It
remains to show that our basis is covariant for ResF {F`pMq. This
is equivalent to saying that the image of the family twiu1ďiďn is an
E b F`-basis of M`DR, and this is not difficult to prove under the
condition that the image of the family tpwi, wiqu1ďiďn forms a basis
in M`DR ‘M
`,c
DR.
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(3) In general, for any basis, the relations δpMq „EbF gal
ś
σPΣF
δpM,σq
and c`pMq „EbF gal
ś
σPΣ
c`pM,σq are always true where F gal is the
Galois closure of F over Q (for example, see [18]). Changing the
basis only affects the ratio of the two sides, which is an element of
F gal.
3. Motivic and automorphic periods
Notation is as in the previous section. In this section we assume M
is regular. Following [12], we define period invariants generalizing those
introduced in [8]. Note that, in contrast to [8] and [3], it is not assumed
here that M is polarized.
3.1. Definitions. For σ P ΣF , we apply Proposition B.3 (2) to F
ipMq and
get:
(3.1) F ipMqpαq bσ C “
à
τ |αpτ,σq“α
F ipMq bτbσ C.
On the other hand, equation (2.3) tells us that:
(3.2) I8,σp
à
pěi
Mp,qσ pτqq “ F
ipMq bτbσ C.
We apply Proposition B.3 to F ipMq and get:
(3.3) I8,σp
à
pěi
Mp,qσ pτqq “ F
ipMqpαpτ, σqq bτbσ C.
Therefore,
(3.4) dimC
à
pěi
Mp,qσ pτq “ dimLαpτ,σqF
iMpαpτ, σqq.
Hence dimCM
p,q
σ pτq “ dimLαpτ,σqF
pMpαpτ, σqq´dimLαpτ,σqF
p`1Mpαpτ, σqq.
In particular, the Hodge type at pτ, σq only depends on αpτ, σq.
For each α P A and 1 ď i ď n, we may define pipαq “ pipτ, σq for any
pτ, σq such that αpτ, σq “ α. We define qipαq “ w ´ pipαq.
We may rewrite equation (3.3) as:
(3.5) I8,σp
à
jďi
M
pjpαq,qjpαq
σ pτqq “ F
pipMqpαq bτbσ C.
In the rest of this chapter, we fix for every α P A and for every i P r1, ns
an element rωipαq in F pipαqMpαqzF pi´1pαqMpαq. Here we set p0 “ `8 and
F p0pMq “ t0u.
Replacing i by i´ 1 in equation (3.5), we get:
(3.6) I8,σp
à
jďi´1
M
pjpαq,qjpαq
σ pτqq “ F
pi´1pMqpαq bτbσ C.
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We deduce that there exists ǫi´1,σpτq P F
pi´1pMqpαq bτbσ C such that
ωi,σpτq :“ I
´1
8,σp rωipαqbτbσ1´ǫi´1,σpτqq is a non zero element inMpipαq,qipαqσ pτq
where α “ αpτ, σq. In particular, ωi,σpτq generates the one dimensional C-
vector space M
pipαq,qipαq
σ pτq “M
pipτ,σq,qipτ,σq
σ pτq.
For an integer i P r1, ns, we write i˚ for n` 1´ i. The infinite Frobenius
F8,σ maps ωi,σpτq to an element in M
pi˚pσ,τq,qi˚pσ,τq
σ pτq. Therefore, there
exists Qi,σpτq P C
ˆ such that
(3.7) F8,σpωi,σpτqq “ Qi,σpτqωi˚,σpτq.
Definition 3.1. We define the motivic period QipM,σq as the element
pQi,σpτqqτPΣE in pE b Cq
ˆ.
For 1 ď j ď n, we also define
(3.8) QpjqpM,σq :“ Q1pM,σqQ2pM,σq ¨ ¨ ¨QjpM,σqδpM,σqp2πiq
npn´1q{2
and Qp0qpM,σq “ δpM,σqp2πiqnpn´1q{2.
Remark 3.1. This definition depends on the choice of the fixed bases
t rωipαqu1ďiďn, α P A. A different choice will change Qi,σ by a factor in
pE b σpF qqˆ.
Lemma 3.9. We have the following equations on the motivic periods:
(1) δpM c, σq “ r
nś
i“1
QipM,σqsδpM,σq.
(2) For any σ P ΣF and 0 ď j ď n, we have
(3.10) Qpn´jqpM c, σq „EbσpF q Q
pjqpM,σq.
Proof. We first show that (1) implies (2). In fact, we have by definition that
Qpn´jqpM c, σq „EbσpF q Q1pM
c, σqQ2pM
c, σq ¨ ¨ ¨Qn´jpM
c, σqδpM c, σqp2πiqnpn´1q{2
and QpjqpM,σq „EbσpF q Q1pM,σqQ2pM,σq ¨ ¨ ¨QjpM,σqδpM,σqp2πiq
npn´1q{2
It is easy to see that QipM
c, σq „EbσpF q Qn`1´ipM,σq
´1. Hence it remains
to show (1).
In fact, we have a commutative diagram:
(3.11) Mσ b C
F8

I8,σ
// MDR bσ C
I8,σF8,σI
´1
8,σ

Mσ b C
I8,σ
// MDR bσ C
.
Let ωi,σ denote
ř
τPΣE
ωi,σpτq. By Proposition B.7, the family tωi,σu1ďiďn
forms an EbC basis ofMσbC. Therefore, the family tI8pωi,σqu1ďiďn forms
a basis of MDR bσ C. This basis is not rational, but can be transformed to
a rational basis by a unipotent matrix. Hence it can be used to calculate
the determinant period.
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Similarly, we may use tI8pωi,σqu1ďiďn as the basis of MDR bσ C. Since
F8,σpωi,σq “ QipM,σqωi˚ ,σ, the determinant of the right vertical arrow
equals
nś
i“1
QipM,σq. The lemma then follows from the E-rationality of F8.
3.2. Deligne period for tensor product of motives. Let M and M 1 be
two regular motives over a CM field F with coefficients in a number field E
pure of weight w and w1 respectively. We write n for the rank of M and n1
for the rank of M 1.
We have defined motivic periods for M and M 1 in the previous sections.
For each σ P ΣF , we shall calculate the local Deligne period for M bM
1 in
terms of motivic periods in this section. We keep the notation of the last
section.
We first construct an E b F -basis of MDR which is good enough with
respect to the Hodge filtration.
For each α P A and each i P r1, ns, we define pωipαq :“ rωipαq´ ř
αpτ,σq“τ
ǫi´1,σpτq.
We consider t pωipαqu1ďiďn as a family of vectors in Mpαq b C. Recall that
t rωipαqu1ďiďn is an Lα b C-basis of Mpαq b C. We claim that t pωipαqu1ďiďn
is also an Lα b C-basis of Mpαq b C.
In fact, since ǫi´1,σpτq P F
pi´1pMqpαq bτbσ C, we know that the sumř
αpτ,σq“τ
ǫi´1,σpτq is in F
pi´1pMqpαqbC. The LαbC-module F
pi´1pMqpαqbC
is generated by tĂωjpαqu1ďjďi´1. Therefore, the family t pωipαqu1ďiďn can be
transformed to the Lα b C-basis t rωipαqu1ďiďn by a unipotent matrix.
For each 1 ď i ď n, we define rωi (resp. pωi) to be the sum ř
αPA
rωipαq (resp.ř
αPA
pωipαq). The family t rωiu1ďiďn is a rational basis of MDR and hence can
be considered as an E b F b C-basis of MDR b C. The family t pωiu1ďiďn is
also an EbF bC-basis of MDRbC. It can be transformed to the previous
rational basis by a unipotent transformation.
We remark that by the regularity property of M , the vector pωi is unique
up to multiplication by elements in pE b F qˆ.
In order to apply Proposition 2.11, we first show that the basis t rωiu1ďiďn
of MDR satisfies the condition there.
Lemma 3.12. The image of the family p rωi, rωn`1´iq1ďiďn in M`DR ‘M`,cDR
forms an E b F -basis.
Proof. We write vi for the image of rωi in M`DR “MDR{Fw{2pMq.
By Lemma B.4, it is enough to show that this family is E b F -linearly
independent. This is equivalent to saying that the family tpvibτbσ1, vibτbσ
1qu1ďiďn is C-linearly independent in M
`
DR bτbσ C‘M
`
DR bτbσ C.
Recall that by construction we have vibτbσ 1 P F
pipτ,σqM bτbσC. More-
over, vn`1´i bτbσ 1 P F
pn`1´ipτ,σqM bτbσ C “ F
w´pipτ,σqM bτbσ C.
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Since pipτ, σq ‰ w{2, we have either pipτ, σq ą w{2, either pipτ, σq ă w{2.
In the first case, we have F pipτ,σqM Ă Fw{2pMq and hence vi bτbσ 1 “ 0.
In the second case we have vn`1´i bτbσ 1 “ 0.
We deduce that the family tpvibτbσ 1, vibτbσ 1qu1ďiďn equals tpvibτbσ
1, 0qupipτ,σqăw{2Ytp0, vn`1´ibτbσ 1qpipτ,σquąw{2. The linear independence of
this family is clear by the construction of rωi.
Therefore, we may apply Proposition 2.11 to the basis t rωiu1ďiďn and
calculate the Deligne period using this basis. Since the determinant of a
unipotent matrix is always one, we can instead use the basis t pωiu1ďiďn. The
idea was implicitly contained in [8] and discussed in detail in [12] and [5].
We fix a basis for M 1DR similarly. For any σ P ΣF , we fix any E-bases
of Mσ and M
1
σ and extend them to E b C-bases of Mσ b C and M
1
σ b C
respectively.
It remains to define the split index to state our main proposition.
Definition 3.2. We write the Hodge type of M at pτ, σq as ppipτ, σq, w ´
pipτ, σqq1ďiďn with p1pτ, σq ą p2pτ, σq ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą pnpτ, σq. We write the Hodge
type of M 1 at pτ, σq as prjpτ, σq, w
1´rjpτ, σqq1ďjďn1 with r1pτ, σq ą r2pτ, σq ą
¨ ¨ ¨ ą rn1pτ, σq.
We assume that M bM 1 has no pw`w
1
2
, w`w
1
2
q-classes. Then pipτ, σq `
rjpτ, σq ‰
w`w1
2
for any i, j. Hence the sequence ´rn1pτ, σq ą ´rn1´1pτ, σq ą
¨ ¨ ¨ ą ´r1pτ, σq is split into n ` 1 parts by the numbers p1pτ, σq ´
w`w1
2
ą
p2pτ, σq ´
w`w1
2
ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą pnpτ, σq ´
w`w1
2
. We denote the length of each part
by sppi,M ;M 1, σqpτq, 0 ď i ď n, and call them the split indices for the
motivic pair.
For 0 ď i ď n, we write sppi,M ;M 1, σq for psppi,M ;M 1, σqpτqqτPΣE as
an element in NΣE . We may define sppj,M 1;M,σq for 1 ď j ď n1 similarly.
Proposition 3.13. We assume that the motiveMbM 1 has no pw`w
1
2
, w`w
1
2
q-
classes. We have the following equation for the Deligne period with respect
to the above bases:
c`pM bM 1, σq “(3.14)
p2πiq´
nn1pn`n1´2q
2
nś
j“0
pQpjqpM,σqqsppj,M ;M
1,σq
n1ś
k“0
pQpkqpM 1, σqqsppk,M
1;M,σq
Moreover, the factorization of c`pResF {QpM b M
1qq in Proposition 2.11
holds at the same time.
Since the previous proposition concerns only one place, we may assume
that the base field F` “ Q. In this case, the previous proposition was proved
in [10, 3] when the motive is polarized, and was generalized to non-polarized
motives in [13, 12].
Remark 3.2. If M bM 1 has non-trivial pw{2, w{2q-classes then there is no
critical point (cf. 1.7 of [8]).
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Recall by definition that the image of pωi inMDRbσC is equal to I8,σpωi,σq.
The proof is the same as for motives over quadratic imaginary fields (cf.
Proposition 1.1 and Proposition 1.2 of [12]). We only need to replace ωi
(resp. ωci ) there by our ωi,σ (resp. ωi,σ).
The key point of the proof is the relation F8,σpωi,σq “ Qi,σωi˚,σ. The
original ideas can be found in [10] where the author provided a proof for self
dual motives.
3.3. The Deligne period for automorphic pairs. Let Π and Π1 be cusp-
idal cohomological automorphic representations of GLnpAF q and GLn1pAF q
respectively. We write pzAσ,izAσ,iq1ďiďn for the infinity type of Π and
pzBσ,jzBσ,j q1ďjďn1 for the infinity type of Π
1 at σ P Σ respectively. The
numbers Aσ,i are in Z `
n´1
2
and the numbers Bσ,j are in Z`
n1´1
2
for any
σ P ΣF , 1 ď i ď n and 1 ď j ď n
1; they are written in strictly decreasing
order:
Aσ,i ą Aσ,i`1; Bσ,j ą Bσ,j`1
for all σ and 1 ď i ă n, 1 ď j ă n1. In particular, Π and Π1 are regular.
We know that the sum Aσ,i`Aσ,i “ wpΠq does not depend on the choice
of i or σ. Moreover, the finite part of Π is defined over a number field EpΠq.
We define wpΠ1q and EpΠ1q similarly.
Definition 3.3. (1) We say Π is polarized if Π_ – Πc.
(2) We say Π is sufficiently regular if | Aσ,i ´ Aσ,i1 | is big enough
1
for any σ P ΣF and i ‰ i
1.
(3) We say the pair pΠ,Π1q is in good position if n ą n1 and the
numbers ´Bj, 1 ď j ď n
1 lie in different gaps between the numbers
´wpΠq`wpΠ
1q
2
`Ai, 1 ď i ď n.
We write MpΠq and MpΠ1q for the pure motives over F (for absolute
Hodge cycles) conjecturally attached to Π and Π1 respectively. We know
MpΠq (resp. MpΠ1q) is pure of weight w :“ ´wpΠq ` n ´ 1 (resp. w1 :“
´wpΠ1q ` n1 ´ 1) with coefficients in EpΠq (resp. EpΠ1q). We will consider
the Deligne conjecture when ResF {QpMpΠq bMpΠ
1qq has no pw`w
1
2
, w`w
1
2
q-
classes.
Definition 3.4. For 1 ď i ď n, 1 ď j ď n1 and σ P Σ, we define
sppi,Π;Π1, σq :“ sppi,MpΠq;MpΠ1q, σq and sppj,Π1; Π, σq :“ sppj,MpΠ1q;MpΠq, σq.
Remark 3.3. (1) When we write down the infinity type of Π, we have
implicitly fixed an embedding of the coefficient field E. Changing the
embedding induces a permutation on the infinity type. For example,
let χ be an algebraic Hecke character with coefficients in a number
field E. We fix τ : E ãÑ C an embedding of E. We can then write
its infinity type as pσpzqaσ qσPΣF . Let τ
1 be another embedding of E.
1Different results require gaps of different sizes. For example, in Theorem 4.3, the gap
has to be just slightly larger than the minimum; larger gaps are needed for some of the
results of [13]
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We take g P AutpCq such that τ 1 “ g ˝ τ . Then the infinity type of
χ with respect to the embedding τ 1 is pσpzqag´1˝σqσPΣF .
(2) The Hodge type of MpΠq at σ with respect to a fixed embedding of
E is tp´Aσ,i`
n´1
2
,´Aσ,i`
n´1
2
qu. Hence the integers sppi,Π;Π1, σq
can be defined without assuming the existence of MpΠq.
By Proposition 3.13, we have
c`pMpΠq bM 1pΠ1q, σq(3.15)
“ p2πiq
´nn1pn`n1´2q
2
nś
j“0
pQpjqpMpΠq, σqqsppj,Π;Π
1,σq
n1ś
k“0
pQpkqpMpΠ1q, σqqsppk,Π
1;Π,σq
If n1 “ 1, it is easy to calculate the split index.
Proposition 3.16. Let Π1 “ χ be a regular algebraic Hecke character over
F of infinity type pσpzqaσ qσPΣF .
For σ in the CM type Σ, we write Iσ “ IσpΠ, χq for the cardinal of the
set ti | Aσ,i ´Aσ,i ` aσ ´ aσ ă 0u.
If MpΠq bMpχq is critical, then
c`pMpΠq bMpχq, σq „EpΠqbEpχq;σpF q
p2πiq´
npn´1q
2 QpIσqpMpΠq, σqQp0qpMpχq, σqn´IσQp1qpMpχq, σqIσ
For each σ P ΣF , the CM period ppχ, σq is a complex number defined in
the appendix of [7].
We define qχ “ χc,´1 and rχ “ χ
χc
. It is easy to see that qrχ “ rχ.
The following lemma follows from Blasius’s results on the Deligne conjec-
ture [1].
Lemma 3.17. (Comparison of CM periods and motivic periods for Hecke
characters) Let χ be a regular algebraic Hecke character over F . We have:
(1) δpMpχq, σq „Epχq pp|χc, σq;
(2) Q1pMpχq, σq „Epχq
ppqχ, σq
pp|χc, σq „Epχq pp
qχ|χc, σq.
Consequently, we have:
(3.18) Qp0qpMpχq, σq „Epχq pp|χc, σq and Qp1qpMpχq, σq „Epχq ppqχ, σq.
We refer to section 6.4 of [13] for the proof of the lemma when F` “ Q.
The same ideas should work for general CM fields.
Proposition 3.16 generalizes the similar expression proved in [8] when
F` “ Q, and can be compared to Guerberoff’s expression in [5] for the
Deligne period of M0bRF {F`Mp rψq; here M0 is a polarized motive over F`
and ψ is an algebraic Hecke character of F of infinity type pz´mσ qσPΣF . For
simplicity, we assume that ψ is of weight 0, i.e. mσ`mσ “ 0 for all σ0 P ΣF .
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Theorem 3.19. [Guerberoff] If M0 b ResF {F`Mp rψq is critical, then for
any σ0 P ΣF`, we have
c`
´
M0 bRMp rψq, σ0¯ „EbQp rψqbσpF q δpM0, σ0qQp rψ, σ0q ź
jďsσ
Qj,σ0pM0q.
We refer to [5] for an explanation of the parameters for the general case.
If in addition to being polarized, Π is isomorphic to Πc, we expect that
Π is associated to a polarized motive M0 over F
`.
In this case we have
c`pMpΠq bMp rψq, σq „
EbQp rψqbσpF q c`pM0 bResF {F`Mp rψqq.
We claim that Guerberoff’s result is compatible with Proposition 3.16.
In fact, we write Iσ as the index in Proposition 3.16 for the pair pΠ, rψq.
One can show that the index sσ in Theorem 3.19 is equal to n´ Iσ. Hence
the index rσ in [5] is equal to Iσ. As in section 5 of [5], we have
Qp rψ, σ0q „Qp rψqbσpF q pp rψ, σqrσ´sσ “ pp rψ, σq2Iσ´n.
On the other hand, by equation (3.18) we may simplify the last two terms
in Proposition 3.16 for χ “ rψ as follows:
Qp0qpMp rψq, σqn´IσQp1qpMp rψq, σqIσ „
Qp rψqbσpF q pp rψ, σq2Iσ´n.
It remains to compare p2πiq´
npn´1q
2 QpIσqpMpΠq, σq with δpM0, σ0q
ś
jďsσ
Qj,σ0pM0q.
It follows from the definitions that
δpM0, σ0q „EbσpF q δpMpΠq, σq
and
QjpM0, σ0q „EbσpF q QjpM0, σq
where σ is the lifting of σ0 in the CM type Σ of F . Hence the term
δpM0, σ0q
ś
jďsσ
Qj,σ0pM0q is equivalent to p2πiq
´npn´1q
2 QpsσqpMpΠq, σq. Since
Π – Πc, we have MpΠq – MpΠqc. By the second part of Lemma 3.9 we
have QpsσqpMpΠq, σq „EbσpF q Q
pn´sσqpMpΠqc, σq „EbσpF q Q
pIσqpMpΠq, σq
which completes the comparison.
4. Results on critical values
We can now restate the Deligne conjecture for ResK{QpMpΠq bMpΠ
1qq.
Conjecture 4.1. If m P N ` n`n
1´2
2
is critical for ΠˆΠ1 then the critical
value at s “ m satisfies
Lpm,ΠˆΠ1q „EpΠqbEpΠ1q;F gal(4.2)
p2πiqmnn
1dpF`q
ś
σPΣ
r
nś
j“0
pQpjqpMpΠq, σqqsppj,Π;Π
1,σq
n1ś
k“0
pQpkqpMpΠ1q, σqqsppk,Π
1;Π,σqs.
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Remark 4.1. Here we consider the relation up to EpΠq b EpΠ1q b F gal.
Hence we can ignore the terms
ś
σPΣ
σpαq and D
1{2
F`
in Proposition 2.11. More-
over, by equation (2.10), we don’t need to consider the sign in the original
Deligne conjecture.
Remark 4.2. When we write down the relation „EpΠqbEpΠ1q;F gal, we have
implicitly considered Lpm,Π b Π1q as an element of EpΠq b EpΠ1q b C. In
fact, we have a priori fixed embeddings of EpΠq and EpΠ1q in C. For each
g1 P AutpCq and g2 P AutpCq, the value Lpm,Π
g1 b Π1g2q depends only
on g1 |EpΠq and g2 |EpΠ1q. Therefore, for any embeddings τ1 : EpΠq ãÑ C
and τ2 : EpΠq ãÑ C, we may define Lpm,Π
τ1 b Π1τ2q as Lpm,Πg1 b Π1g2q
where gi is any lift of τi in AutpCq for i “ 1, 2. It is clear that pLpm,Π
τ1 b
Π1τ2qqτ1:EpΠqãÑC,τ2:EpΠ1qãÑC is an element of EpΠq b EpΠ
1q b C. We simply
denote it by Lpm,ΠbΠ1q.
Some concrete results have been shown when the motivic periodsQpjqpMpΠq, σq
are replaced by corresponding automorphic arithmetic periods. Here is a list
of results obtained recently when F is a CM field. Notation (P paqpΠq, etc.)
will be explained more precisely in subsequent sections. In what follows, we
let K be a quadratic imaginary field, and assume F “ F`K where F` is
the maximal totally real subfield of F .
4.1. Results when F` “ Q. We first assume F` “ Q, where the results
are easier to state.
Theorem 4.3. [Grobner-H., Lin] We assume that both Π and Π1 are cus-
pidal, cohomological, polarized and sufficiently regular.
If n ı n1 mod 2 and the pair pΠ,Π1q is in good position (cf. Definition
3.3) then for critical points m ą 0 we have that:
Lpm,ΠˆΠ1q „EpΠqbEpΠ1q;F gal p2πiq
mnn1
nź
j“0
P pjqpΠqsppj,Π;Π
1q
n1ź
k“0
P pkqpΠ1qsppk,Π
1;Πq,
where P pkqpΠq “ P pIqpΠq, in the notation of Definition 4.1, with I the sin-
gleton k P t0, . . . , nu.
4.2. Guerberoff’s results on critical values of L-functions. As noted
above, Guerberoff has generalized the results of [8] on special values of L-
functions of unitary groups to arbitrary CM fields. The statement of Guer-
beroff’s result is as in [5]; some of the notation has been changed.
Theorem 4.4. [Guerberoff] Let V be a Hermitian space of dimension n
over F respect to F {F`. Assume that V has signature prσ, sσq at σ P Σ
where Σ is a CM type of F as before.
Let π be a cohomological holomorphic discrete series automorphic rep-
resentation of the rational similitude group associated to V . Let ψ be an
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algebraic Hecke character of F of infinity type pz´mσ qqσPΣF . We can pa-
rametrize the weight of π by a tuple of integers ppaσ,1, . . . , aσ,nqσPΣ; a0q in a
natural way.
We assume that π is polarized, i.e. π_ – π b ||µ||2a0 . If m P Z ` n´1
2
is
such that
(4.5) n ă m`
n´ 1
2
ď mintaσ,rσ`sσ`mσ´mσ, aσ,sσ`rσ`mσ´mσuσPΣ,
then
LS pm,π b ψ, Stq „EpπqbEpψq;F gal p2πiq
dpF`qmn´2a0P pψqQV pπq.
The term P pψq is a certain expression involving periods of CM abelian va-
rieties attached to the Hecke character ψ. The term QV pπq is the normalized
Petersson norm of an arithmetic holomorphic vector in π.
Remarks 4.6. (1) The current version of Guerberoff’s theorem only applies
to polarized representations, but the methods apply more generally.
(2) The assumption n ă m` n´1
2
is unnecessarily strong; extension down
to the center of symmetry of the functional equation should be possible by
the methods of [9].
(3) It is likely that this result can be improved to allow for the action of
GalpQ{F 1q on the ratio of the two sides, for some subfield F 1 Ă F gal; one
would like to replace F gal by Q.
4.3. Results on Rankin-Selberg L-functions. Let Π be a cohomological
regular polarized cuspidal representation of GLnpAF q. We assume that Π
_
descends to tπuV , a packet of representations of the rational similitude group
associated to V , which contains a holomorphic discrete series representation
and we denote it π. The automorphic period QV pπq can be defined as before.
Definition 4.1. Let I “ prσqσPΣ be an element in t0, 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nu
Σ. We define
the automorphic arithmetic period P pIqpΠq :“ p2πq´2a0QV pπq.
If F` “ Q then we write P paqpΠq for P pIqpΠq when I is the singleton a.
We observe that
L pm,π b ψ, Stq “ L
´
m,Π_ b rψ¯ “ L´m,Πc b rψ¯ “ L´m,ΠbĂψc¯ .
If we have moreover that Πc – Π then π is polarized and we may apply
Guerberoff’s result to the left hand side. In this case, we have
Theorem 4.7. Let Π be as the beginning of this subsection. If Π moreover
satisfies Πc – Π, then for m P Z` n´1
2
satisfying (4.5), we have:
LS
´
m,ΠbĂψc¯ „EpΠqbEpψq;F gal
p2πiqdpF
`qmn{2P pIqpΠq
ś
σPΣ
Qp0qpMpĂψcq, σqn´IσQp1qpMpĂψcq, σqIσ(4.8)
where Iσ “ rσ in (4.5).
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We remark that Epπq Ą EpΠq but the inclusion is in general strict. But
since all terms on both sides other than P pIqpΠq depend only on the embed-
ding of EpΠqbEpψq into C, we know that the arithmetic automorphic period
P pIqpΠq also depends only on the embedding of EpΠqbEpψq. Moreover, we
may replace Epπq b Epψq by EpΠq b Epψq in the relation.
If we arrange pai,σq1ďiďn in decreasing order for any fixed σ P Σ, then the
infinity type of Π at σ P Σ is z´ai,σ´
n`1
2
`izai,σ`
n`1
2
´i, and the infinity type
of Ăψc is zmσ´mσz´mσ`mσ . It is easy to see that equation (4.5) implies that
rσ “ IσpΠ,Ăψcq defined in Proposition 3.16.
The methods of the above theorem should work in more general cases. As
mentioned above, we expect that the field F gal can be replaced by Q. We
assume it as a hypothesis here. L. Guerberoff and the second author plan
to include a proof in a future paper.
Hypothesis 4.9. The above theorem is true for general Π as in the begin-
ning of this subsection and all critical m ą 0 with Iσ “ IσpΠ,Ăψcq and the
relation up to EpΠq b Epψq.
This hypothesis is the Conjecture 5.1.1 of [13]. Under this hypothesis, one
can prove the following factorization result as in Theorem 7.6.1 of loc.cit.
Theorem 4.10. If Π is sufficiently regular then there exist some complex
numbers P prqpΠ, σq, 0 ď r ď n, well-defined up to multiplication by elements
in pEpΠqσpF qqˆ, such that the following two conditions are satisfied:
(1) P pIqpΠq „EpΠq;F gal
ś
σPΣ
P pIpσqqpΠ, σq for all I “ pIpσqqσPΣ P t0, 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nu
Σ,
(2) and P p0qpΠ, σq „EpΠq;F gal pp
|ξΠ, σq
where ξΠ is the central character of Π.
Moreover, we know P pnqpΠ, σq „EpΠq;F gal pp
|ξΠ, σq or equivalently P p0qpΠ, σqˆ
P pnqpΠ, σq „EpΠq;F gal 1.
The following two theorems are known if F is a quadratic imaginary field.
The generalization to CM fields is immediate once we know Hypothesis 4.9
and the above factorization theorem. We refer to section 9.5 of [13] for a
discussion of the generalization. We recall that the proof of Theorem 4.10
is also based on Hypothesis 4.9.
Theorem 4.11. Let Π and Π1 be cuspidal cohomological automorphic rep-
resentation of GLnpAF q and GLn1pAF q respectively which satisfies the de-
scending condition as in the beginning of Section 4.3. We assume that both
Π and Π1 are sufficiently regular and that pΠ,Π1q is in good position. If
n ı n1 mod 2, then for positive m P Z ` n`n
1
2
which is critical for Πˆ Π1,
we have
Lpm,ΠˆΠ1q „EpΠqbEpΠ1q;F gal(4.12)
p2πiqmnn
1dpF`q
ś
σPΣ
r
nś
j“0
pP pjqpΠ, σqqsppj,Π;Π
1,σq
n1ś
k“0
pP pkqpΠ1, σqqsppk,Π
1;Π,σqs.
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For more general configurations, we can show the following result.
Theorem 4.13. Theorem 4.11 is still true without the good position condi-
tion for m “ 1 when n ” n1 mod 2.
Remark 4.3. We have similar results for general relative parity of n and
n’. We refer to Theorem 10.8.1 (resp. Theorem 11.4.1) of [13] for the precise
statement of Theorem 4.11 (resp. Theorem 4.13).
4.4. Geometric meaning of local periods. Let r be an integer between
0 and n. Let I P t0, 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nuΣ such that Ipσq “ r and Ipσ1q “ n for all
σ1 ‰ σ. By Theorem 4.10 we have
(4.14)
P pIqpΠq „EpΠq;F gal P
prqpΠ, σq
ź
σ1‰σ
P pnqpΠ, σ1q „EpΠq;F gal P
prqpΠ, σq
ź
σ1‰σ
pp|ξΠ, σ1q.
We recall that P pIqpΠq relates to the representation of the similitude uni-
tary group with base change Π_ b ξ where ξ is a Hecke character over F
such that ξΠ “
ξ
ξc
. Therefore, P pIqpΠq should be equivalent to the inner
product of a rational class in the bottom stage of Λn´rMσpΠ
_q bMpξq.
More precisely, we should have
P pIqpΠq
„EpΠqbEpξq;F gal Q1pMpΠ
_q, σqQ2pMpΠ
_q, σq ¨ ¨ ¨Qn´rpMpΠ
_q, σqQ1pMpξqq
„EpΠqbEpξq;F gal Q1pMpΠ
_q, σqQ2pMpΠ
_q, σq ¨ ¨ ¨Qn´rpMpΠ
_q, σqQ1pMpξq, σq
ź
σ1‰σ
Q1pMpξq, σ
1q
By Lemma 3.17, we know
(4.15) Q1pMpξq, σ
1q „Epξq pp
qξqξc, σ1q „Epξq pp|ξΠ, σ1q.
We compare this with equation (4.14) and then deduce that the Tate
conjecture would imply (as in the section 4.5 of [3]):
P prqpΠ, σq(4.16)
„EpΠq;F gal Q1pMpΠ
_q, σqQ2pMpΠ
_q, σq ¨ ¨ ¨Qn´rpMpΠ
_q, σqQ1pMpξq, σq
„EpΠq;F gal Q1pMpΠ
cq, σqQ2pMpΠ
cq, σq ¨ ¨ ¨Qn´rpMpΠ
cq, σqQ1pMpξq, σq
We repeat the calculation in (4.15) for σ and get Q1pMpξq, σq „Epξq
pp|ξΠ, σq „Epξq δpMpξcΠq, σq by Lemma 3.17.
The fact that detpMpΠcqq – detpMpξΠcqqp
np1´nq
2
q implies δpMpΠq, σq „EpΠq;F gal
δpMpξcΠq, σqp2πiq
np1´nq{2 and henceQ1pMpξq, σq „EpΠq;F gal δpMpΠq, σqp2πiq
npn´1q{2 .
This implies that P prqpΠ, σq „EpΠq;F gal Q
pn´rqpMpΠcq, σq where the right
hand side is equivalent to QprqpMpΠq, σq by Lemma 3.9 as expected.
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5. Integral representations
Let G “ GLpnq, G1 “ GLpn ´ 1q over the number field F , with notation
as in the introduction. As above, F is assumed to be a CM field. Let ΠˆΠ1
be an automorphic representation of G ˆ G1 over F , with Π cuspidal, and
let
ι : G1 ãÑ G, ιpg1q “ diagpg1, 1q.
Write Π “ Π8 b Πf , and likewise for Π
1, the factorization of the adelic
representations into their archimedean and non-archimedean components.
Let φ P Π, φ1 P Π1. We normalize the Jacquet-Piatetski-Shapiro-Shalika
zeta integral for ΠˆΠ1 over F :
Zps, φ, φ1q “
ż
G1pF qzG1pAq
φpιpg1qqφ1pg1q||detpg1q||s´
2n´3
2 dg1.
With this normalization, the central point of the functional equation is at
s “ 2n´3
2
.
The integral admits an Euler product factorization, in the usual way.
Suppose φ “ bvφv and φ
1 “ bvφ
1
v with respect to given factorizations
Π
„
ÝÑb1v Πv; Π
1 „ÝÑb1v Π
1
v . Then
(5.1) Zps, φ, φ1q “
ź
v
Zvps, φv , φ
1
vq.
When Π and Π1 are cohomological representations, and φ, φ1 cohomolog-
ical vectors, Zps, φ, φ1q can be interpreted as a cup product on the locally
symmetric space for GˆG1. Suppose
(a) Π is cuspidal;
(b) Π18 is tempered (up to a twist by a power of the determinant) and
generic;
(c) H ipglpnq, Upnq; Π8bW q ‰ 0, H
i1pglpn´1q, Upn´1q; Π18bW
1q ‰ 0
for some irreducible finite dimensional representations W and W 1 of
RF {QG and RF {QG
1, respectively and for some i and i1 P Z.
There is an interval Ipn, F q “ rbnpF q, tnpF qs Ă Z such that
H ipglpnq, Upnq; Π8 bW q ‰ 0 if and only if i P Ipn, F q.
If F is a CM field of degree 2d over Q, then bnpF q “
npn´1q
2
¨d and dimHbn “
1. By hypothesis (b) above, the same holds for G1 and W 1.
Note that the intervals Ipn, F q and Ipn ´ 1, F q do not depend on the
coefficients W,W 1. We let EpW q and EpW 1q denote the fields of definition
of W and W 1 as representations of RF {QG and RF {QG
1, respectively; these
are always finite extensions of Q. Let EpW,W 1q “ EpW q ¨EpW 1q.
In general, bnpF q ` bn´1pF q “ dimpRF {QG
1qpRq{Upn´ 1qd “ dimK S˜n´1,
for any level subgroup K Ă G1pAf q, where
K S˜n´1 “ G
1pF qzRF {QG
1pAq{Upn´ 1qd ˆK, K Ă G1pAf q.
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Note that this is not the locally symmetric space attached to RF {QG
1, be-
cause we have not taken the quotient by the center of RF {QG
1pRq. Nev-
ertheless, the expression φpιpg1qqφ1pg1q can be identified with a top degree
differential, that we may denote ωφYωφ1 on K S˜n´1 for appropriate choices of
φ, φ1. The JPSS integral is obtained by taking the image of this differential
in compactly-supported cohomology in the top degree and pairing with the
Borel-Moore homology class defined by K S˜n´1 itself. The pairing is well-
defined over the field of definition EpW,W 1q. The action of Hecke operators
preserve the EpW q and EpW 1q-rational structures of the cohomology, and
by multiplicity one for GLpnq, the subspaces of cohomology defined by Πf
and Π1f are defined over finite extensions EpΠq Ą EpW q, EpΠ
1q Ą EpW 1q.
In particular, suppose φ and φ1 are chosen so that ωφ and ωφ1 define EpΠq
and EpΠ1q-rational cohomology classes, respectively. Suppose moreover that
there is a non-zero RF {QG
1-equivariant homomorphism
(5.2) ξ : W bW 1 Ñ Triv,
where Triv is the trivial one-dimensional representation of RF {QG
1; we may
assume that ξ is rational over EpW,W 1q. The cup product ωφYωφ1 naturally
belongs to
HbnpF q`bn´1pF qpK S˜n´1, ι
˚pW˜ q b W˜ 1q
where W˜ and W˜ 1 are the local systems on the locally symmetric space
attached to G and on K S˜n´1, respectively, attached to the representations
W andW 1, and ι˚pW˜ q is the pullback of W˜ to K S˜n´1 by the map defined by
ι : G1 ãÑ G. Applying ξ, we find that ξpωφYωφ1q P H
dimK S˜n´1pK S˜n´1, T rivq,
in the obvious notation. Then the integral at the central point s “ 2n´3
2
is exactly the pairing of the cup product ωφ Y ωφ1 with the top class in
Borel-Moore homology of K S˜n´1, and thus is an element of EpΠ,Π
1q “
EpΠq ¨EpΠ1q.
More generally, let W pmq “ W b det´m. If m is an integer such that
there are equivariant contractions
(5.3) ξpmq : W pmq bW 1 Ñ Triv, ξ_pmq : W_pmq bW 1,_ Ñ Triv,
where the superscript _ denotes contragredient, then the JPSS integral at
s can also be interpreted as a cohomological cup product, and thus is again
in EpΠ,Π1q.
Condition (5.2) corresponds to the Good Position Hypothesis. When F is
imaginary quadratic, the set ofm satisfying the property (5.3) is identified in
Lemma 3.5 of [3] with the set of critical points of the L-function Lps,ΠbΠ1q
to the right of the center of symmetry of the functional equation (including
the center if it is an integer). The same calculation holds for general CM
fields.
The rationality property of the cup product does not respect the Euler
product factorization. The right-hand side of (5.1) is a product of local
integrals defined in terms of the Whittaker models of the local components
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Πv, Π
1
v. In order to compare the local integrals – especially the local factors
at unramified places – to standard Euler factors, that depend only on the
local representations, one needs to introduce Whittaker periods
ppΠq P pEpΠq b Cqˆ, ppΠ1q P pEpΠ1q bCqˆ
that measure the difference between the rational structure defined by coho-
mology and that defined by standard Whittaker models. There is a single
natural definition of the latter at non-archimedean places; at archimedean
places one makes an arbitrary choice. In the end, one obtains a formula of
the form
(5.4)
ZSpm,φ, φ
1qLpm,Π,Π1q “ Zpm,φ, φ1q P ppΠqppΠ1qppm,Π8,Π
1
8q ¨EpΠ,Π
1q
when m satisfies (5.3). Manipulating this expression, one obtains a prelim-
inary version of Theorem 4.3:
(5.5) Lpm,Π,Π1q „EpΠqEpΠ1q ppΠqppΠ
1qZpm,Π8,Π
1
8q.
(The last two formulas correspond roughly to Theorem 3.9 of [3].)
The next step is to express the Whittaker periods in terms of the au-
tomorphic motivic periods P pIqpΠq. This is done in [3] and [13] in several
steps, based on choosing Π1 in appropriate spaces of Eisenstein cohomology.
Fix a cuspidal cohomological Π and suppose for simplicity that n is even.
One can find a cohomological Π1 consisting of Eisenstein classes attached to
a Hecke character χ “ pχ1, . . . , χn´1q of the Levi subgroup GLp1q
n´1 of a
Borel subgroup of G1. Then we have
(5.6) Lps,Π,Π1q “
n´1ź
i“1
Lps,Π, χiq.
If the χi are chosen appropriately, Π
1 is cohomological with respect to a
W 1 that satisfies (5.2); thus Lpm,Π,Π1q for critical m can be related to
ppΠq ¨ ppΠ1q. On the other hand, Theorem 4.4 expresses the critical values
of the right-hand side of (5.6) in terms of the motivic automorphic periods
QVipΠq of Π, for Vi of varying signature, and of the Hecke characters χi.
Finally, Shahidi’s formulas for the Whittaker coefficients of Eisenstein series
express ppΠ1q in terms of the same automorphic periods of the χi. In the
end, one finds that
(5.7) ppΠq „EpΠq;F gal p˚q
n´1ź
i“1
QVipΠq
where p˚q is an elementary factor.
Now assume Π1 is cuspidal. Combining (5.7) with (5.5), one obtains an ex-
pression for the critical values under the Good Position Hypothesis in terms
of motivic automorphic periods of the form QVipΠq and QV 1j pΠ
1q. Using
period relations for automorphic induction, Lin was able in [11] to replace
the unspecified elementary and archimedean factors by explicit powers of
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2πi. This proves the automorphic version 4.3 of Conjecture 4.1 in the Good
Position situation, and its extension 4.11 to general CM fields.
The proof of the automorphic theorem 4.13 in [13] is based on the same
principle, except this time the interpretation involves a comparison of an
unknown factor in Shahidi’s formula for the Whittaker coefficient with a
motivic expression.
Finally, the proof in [13] of Theorem 4.10 is based on comparing sev-
eral expressions of the form (5.4) for critical values, that are obtained by
interpreting Rankin-Selberg integrals as cohomological cup products. The
regularity hypothesis in Theorem 4.10 is required to guarantee that none of
the L-functions used in the comparison vanishes at the relevant points.
Appendix A. Tensor product and Compositions
Throughout the text, fix E a number field. Let F be a field containing
Q. In the applications, F will be either a number field or the complex field
C.
We denote by ΣE (resp. ΣF ) the set of embeddings of E (resp. F ) in C.
For σ P ΣF , we write σ for the complex conjugation of σ.
Tensor products without subscript are by default over Q. We also write
bσ for bF,σ etc. For example, if V is an F -vector space, we write V bσ C
for V bF,σ C.
Definition A.1. Let pL, ι, νq be a triple where L is a field, ι is an embed-
ding of E in L and ν is an embedding of F in L. We say this triple is a
compositum of E and F if ιpEq and νpF q generate L.
Two compositums pL, ι, νq and pL1, ι1, ν 1q are called isomorphic if there
exists an isomorphism of fields L – L1 which commutes with the embeddings.
Proposition A.1. (1) The Q-algebra E b F decomposes uniquely as a
direct sum of fields:
(A.2) E b F “
à
αPA
Lα
(2) For each α P A, let ια (resp. να) be the composition of the canonical
map E Ñ E bF (resp. F Ñ E bF ) and the projection of E bF to
Lα. The triple pLα, ια, µαq is a compositum of E and F .
(3) If α and α1 are two different elements in A, then the two composi-
tums pLα, ια, µαq and pLα1 , ια1 , µα1q are not isomorphic.
(4) Any compositum of E and F can be obtained in this way up to iso-
morphisms.
Proof.
(1) The uniqueness is clear. Let us prove the existence.
Write E – QrXs{pfq where f is an irreducible polynomial in
QrXs. Then the Q-algebra E b F – F rXs{pfq.
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We decompose f “
ś
αPA
fα in the ring F rXs. Since f is separable
we know that the polynomials fα, α P A, are different.
Therefore, F rXs{pfq –
À
αPA
Lα where Lα “ F rXs{pfαq is a field
as predicted.
(2) The map ια is a map from QrXs{pfq to F rXs{pfαq sending X to X.
The map να : F Ñ F rXs{pfαq is induced by the natural embedding
F Ñ F rXs. It is easy to see that the image of ια and να generate
F rXs{pfαq “ Lα.
(3) This is due to the fact that the polynomials fα, α P A, are different.
(4) Let pL, ι, νq be a compositum of E and F . Then the map ι b ν :
EbF Ñ L induces a surjective ring homomorphism from
À
αPA
Lα to
L. Since L is a field, this ring homomorphism must factor through
one of the Lα and then (4) follows.
Remark A.1. It is easy to see that there is a bijection between ΣE ˆ ΣF
and
Ů
αPA
ΣLα . More precisely, let τ P ΣE and σ P ΣF , then τpEq and σpF q
generate a number field L. The triple pL, τ, σq is a compositum of E and
F and hence is isomorphic to pLα, ια, ναq for a unique α P A. We define
αpτ, σq “ α.
Remark A.2. For any g P GalpQ¯{Qq, we have αpgτ, gσq “ αpτ, σq. In
fact, let L be the field generated by τpEq and σpF q. Then the compositum
pL, τ, σq is isomorphic to pgL, gτ, gσq. By the third point of Proposition A.1,
we know αpgτ, gσq “ αpτ, σq.
On the other hand, it is easy to see that for any σ, σ1 P ΣF and τ, τ
1 P
ΣE, αpτ, σq “ αpτ
1, σ1q implies that there exists g P GalpQ¯{Qq such that
pgτ, gσq “ pτ 1, σ1q.
In other words, the isomorphism classes of compositums are in bijection
with the GalpQ¯{Qq-orbits of ΣE ˆ ΣF .
It is easy to prove the following lemma:
Lemma A.3. Let τ P ΣE and σ P ΣF .
(1) The C-vector space Lα bτbσ C ‰ 0 if and only if α “ αpτ, σq.
(2) The following equation holds:
(A.4) Lαpτ,σq bτbσ C “ pE b F q bτbσ C
Appendix B. Decomposition of E b F -modules
The decomposition of E b F as Q-algebra in Proposition A.1 gives a
decomposition on E b F -modules as follows:
Proposition B.1. Let M be an E b F -module. It decomposes as a direct
sum
(B.2) M “
à
αPA
Mpαq
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where Mpαq is an Lα-vector space and the action of EbF on Mpαq factors
through the action of Lα.
Lemma A.3 then implies that:
Proposition B.3. Let M be a finitely generated EbF -module, σ P ΣF and
τ P ΣE.
(1) If α ‰ αpτ, σq is an element in A then Mpαq bτbσ C “ 0.
(2) If α “ αpτ, σq then M bτbσ C “Mpαq bτbσ C.
(3) The dimension of MbτbσC over C is equal to dimLαpτ,σqMpαpτ, σqq.
In particular, it only depends on αpτ, σq.
(4) The module M is free if and only if dimCM bτbσ C is the same for
all pτ, σq.
This lemma can be easily deduced from the fact that Mpαq bτbσ C “
Mpαq bFα Fα bτbσ C for any α P A.
Lemma B.4. LetM be a free EbF -module of rank n. A family of n element
in M forms an E b F basis is equivalent to that it is linearly independent
over E b F , and is also equivalent to that it generates M over E b F .
This can be deduced from similar results for vector spaces over the fields
Lα.
The previous results, when applied to the case F “ C, give a decomposi-
tion for any EbC-module. More precisely, we identify the Q-algebra EbC
with CΣE by sending eb z to pτpeqzqτPΣE for all τ P E and z P C. We then
have:
Proposition B.5. Let V be a finitely generated E bC-module. The action
of E gives a decomposition of V as direct sum of sub-E bC-modules:
(B.6) V “
à
τ :EãÑC
V pτq
where the action of E on V pτq is given by scalar multiplication via τ .
For example, if M is an E vector space, then the EbC-moduleM bC “À
τ :EãÑC
M bτ C.
Proposition B.7. (1) A finitely generated E b C-module V is free if
and only if dimCV pτq is the same for all τ .
(2) Let V be a free finitely generated E b C-module of rank d. By p1q,
each V pτq has dimension d. For each τ P ΣE, let tw1pτq, w2pτq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , wdpτqu
be a C-basis of V pτq. For each 1 ď i ď d, we put wi “
ř
τPΣE
wipτq P
V . Then the family tw1, w2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , wdu forms an E bC-basis of V .
(3) Let V1 and V2 be two free finitely generated E b C-modules. Let
f : V1 Ñ V2 be an isomorphism of E b C-modules. For each τ , it
induces an isomorphism fpτq : V1pτq Ñ V2pτq.
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If for each τ , we have fixed C-bases of W1pτq and W2pτq, we can
construct E b C-bases for W1 and W2 as in p2q. With respect to
these fixed bases, we have: detpfq “ pdetpfpτqqqτPΣE P E bC.
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